NINE STAR BANDS FOR JAMBOREE

Provincial, bop, and dixieland outfits are among those honoured in 1949 line-up

The list of attractions so far lined up for the month of June is a long one. Nine bands, to be held at the Dominion Hotel, are: the Jamboree, the Bubba's, the New York Giants and the Australian National Orchestra. The concert was announced last week by the Australian Broadcasting Commission.

The bands will be heard in the following order: the Jamboree, the Bubba's, the New York Giants, the Australian National Orchestra, the Australian Broadcasting Commission, the Dominion Hotel, the Jamboree, the Bubba's, the New York Giants, and the Australian National Orchestra.

The concert will be held on the 26th of June, and will start at 8:00 p.m. The bands will be heard in the following order: the Jamboree, the Bubba's, the New York Giants, the Australian National Orchestra, the Australian Broadcasting Commission, the Dominion Hotel, the Jamboree, the Bubba's, the New York Giants, and the Australian National Orchestra.
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The concert will be held on the 26th of June, and will start at 8:00 p.m. The bands will be heard in the following order: the Jamboree, the Bubba's, the New York Giants, the Australian National Orchestra, the Australian Broadcasting Commission, the Dominion Hotel, the Jamboree, the Bubba's, the New York Giants, and the Australian National Orchestra.

The concert will be held on the 26th of June, and will start at 8:00 p.m. The bands will be heard in the following order: the Jamboree, the Bubba's, the New York Giants, the Australian National Orchestra, the Australian Broadcasting Commission, the Dominion Hotel, the Jamboree, the Bubba's, the New York Giants, and the Australian National Orchestra.
A ‘BEMUSED CRITIC’ IS ‘BEWILDERED’ BY THE INK SPOTS

A BOUT half-way through their latest London appearance that the Ink Spots were amongst the most pleasant surprises at the London Palladium. Their last London appearance was in 1942. Twenty years later, they played the Palladium again, and to a greater acclaim.

Prior to the opening of the Ink Spots’ concert, reference was made by the chairman of the London Palladium to the fact that the Ink Spots were the most popular group in America. It was also pointed out that they were the only group that could compare with Frank Sinatra in popularity.

But the chairman of the London Palladium was not the only one who was impressed by the Ink Spots. The audience was equally impressed. The Ink Spots were received with thunderous applause, and the audience continued to cheer them throughout the performance.

The Ink Spots’ performance was a hit, and it was clear that they were well worth the wait. The band was tight, and the singers were in excellent form. The audience was enthralled, and the performance was packed with energy.
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Bouquet for Syd Dean

Maurice Burman's Radio Commentary

That's Right—it's a terrific Herman

Swing Reviews by Edgar Jackson

WHO'S WHERE

Friday night was (Serena Estuary) Contest night!

Britain's Top Tunes

Join the Peter Maurice Orch. Club for the biggest British, American and Continental Hits!

CONTEST FIXTURES LIST

A powerful gal...

Jazz Reviews

is Big Sis Andrews

Brilliant scoring behind the Velvet Fog

Sweet Reviews by Laurie Henderson
ENGLISH CHORUS

by the 'M.M.' Staff

Italian tour ends in disillusionment for three stranded British musicians

CURRENCY PROBLEMS

FEDMAN'S CURRENT SUCCESSIONS

KISS ME SWEET

Surprised with
24 HOURS OF SUNSHINE

BEHIND THE CLOUDS

You will enjoy easier playing this season with Besson's "NEW CREATION" TRUMPET

NEW ! ! THE GREATEST NOVELTY IN YEARS

THE FROGZEE AND THE FLYZEE

Tested by CHARLIE CHAMBER, HELSINKI HARRY ROY, B.B.C.

MIAMI BEACH RUMBA

HERNANDO'S SERGE, ROBERT WOOLSEY, JOE NORMAN, Etc.

THE WINDMILL SONG

THE ANNIE SHELLEY, JOHNNY ROY, EVELYN ROYAL, Etc.

Seiler

U.S. Personnel Points by Stuart Allen

PAUL NERO

Radio-starring break for Lee Lawrence

Author's note: response

Another change you have one of these R.B.'s

HARRY GOLD'S DATES

For to-day's "im" You must have one of these R.B.'s

Stoke Newington name band

Old Time Tours
The reawakening of German Jazz

Mezz Mezzrow

We hear from Mezz Mezzrow that the Hot Club of Berlin is very active in Berlin where he learned the art of jazz. He is now in London, and his project will be soon review.

Odeon post-war releases

by Dan Berry

September releases

Collectors' Corner

Edited by Max Jones and Sinclair Tuild
BILL GREGSON TO SUCCEED BERT YATES
AT NEW BRIGHTON TOWER

NITERIE LICENSING LAW SQUADS AND RANDALL
AND THE BANDS

DO YOU EVER THINK OF ME?

HARRY ACRES CONDUCTS NEW NOVELLO SHOW

LEEDS SCALA

SUNRISE SERENADE

†Continued

THE FIRM YOUR FRIENDS RECOMMEND

JOHNNY GRAY LEAVING HEATH

AM I WASTING MY TIME ON YOU?

JOHN HATCHELL JAM WITH BOBBY HACKETT

SID PHILLIPS JAMS WITH BOBBY HACKETT IN EDDIE CONDON'S BAND

THE MELODY MAKER AND RHYTHM
EARL HINES RECALLS...

When gangsters ran the jazz world

It has been a good fifteen years since the last of the famous jazz gangsters was arrested in this country. During the years of the Prohibition era, these men were a part of the underworld in Chicago. Thanks to the efforts of Hines, now a member of the New York and Chicago area jazz bands, these men are all out of the underworld. The jazz musician who runs a dance band cannot make a living. Hines, who was a part of this underworld for many years, has now retired from the business.

Blanche Coleman's girls agreeably surprise our critic at Wimbledon

When Blanche Coleman and her All Girls Band were in London recently, they played to such a reception that the critic of the Wireless Service was heard to say: "This is the first time I have been so surprised by a band." The girls, who are mostly African-Americans, are known for their skill in playing the saxophone. They have been described as "a real surprise to us." The critic went on to say that the band was "not only a real surprise, but a real delight as well."

Comedy Bits

I'm no comedian, but if the world were upside down, I'd be the one who'd have the last laugh.

Films

FINE MUSIC IN FINE FILM

As you watch the latest movie, marvel at the way the actors move and speak. The music in this film is fantastic. It is played by a famous violinist, and his playing is a joy to hear. The story is of a young man who inherits a fortune, and he uses it to help others. It is a heartwarming story, and you'll enjoy every minute of it.

CINEMAPHONIC

IT'S A BIG WIDE WONDERFUL WORLD

CINEMAPHONIC MUSIC CO., LTD.

Lovers Lane Has Everything

IT'S TOO LATE

Melancholy Minstrel

Strawberry Moon

Ring Telephone Ring

HAPPY DANCING TIME

Two hits created by VIVIAN ZIPPER and the ORCHESTRA

While the angels were singing
I love you so much
Saturday date
Such lovely things are these

STARBURST

Complimentary

Please don't make me wait

Confidentially

The world is a beautiful place, and you should enjoy every moment of it.
**SOLO SPOT**

An agent's slant on the dance band business is given this week by

Bill Elliott

**JAMBOREEE: 'MINORITY AUDIENCE APPEAL'**

DAVID JAVA BACK TO QUEEN'S

Hutchinson returns after tour in Scandinavia

FARNON'S BIG AIR-SERIES

Busy days for Eric Winstone after Perth

RITCHIE BARDEN LEAD BLUE RHYTHM

WILLIE WILSON'S HARVEY SUCCESS

Feldman's Firman off to the States

**FRIENDS**

NEW DISCS SOON

**MY GOLDEN BABY**

LYTTLETON'S LINE-UP CHANGES

Says BBC

A letter to the Editor from the MSB

Bill Collins rejoins Lewis

Bill Collins rejoins Lewis

Old Time Dancers

**FOREVER AND EVER AGAIN**

ORCHESTRAL CLUB (24 MEMBERS)

FRANCIS, DAVIES & HAYS LTD

FRANCIS, DAVIES & HAYS LTD

FRANCIS, DAVIES & HAYS LTD
First in a series of articles on Band Rehearsal

More on Reading the drum part from MAURICE BURMAN

KENNY BAKER on a different kind of Trumpet Jam

Is your playing improving? Are you getting better this year?*. If not, let's see what you bought it! We want to get you on the best instrument manufacturer's list. And it's not just a matter of improving your playing. It's also about making your own decisions. This is the best instrument manufacturer's list. And it's not just a matter of improving your playing. It's also about making your own decisions.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS THE PERSONNEL TUNING GUIDES TO THE DRUMS ARE THE ANSWERS 6-66.

TELEVISION

1st British Drummers' Convention!

KITCHENS of LEEDS repairs

PARKER'S BRASS STUDIOS LTD.

PLAYBRASS INSTRUMENTS

EXCELSIOR

The Rolls Royce of the Accordion World

Northern Music Present

Feete has it!

CONN ALTOES

£35
NEW NORTHERN RADIO SERIES TO INCLUDE BIG AND SMALL BANDS

CARL BARRIEAU HAPPY IN LEITH RESIDENT BERTH

PERSONAL CHANGES IN EDINBURGH BALLROOMS

AMERICAN SAX-LEADER A HIT AT BOURNEMOUTH

ART GREGORY ENDS THREE YEARS' RUN AT LLANDUDNO

AND GLASGOW

SYDNEY LIPTON, DEEP RIVERS, BURNETT AND JACKSON IN FINAL JAMBOREE CAVALCADE OF STARS

MAX JAFFA CHOOSES ALL-STAR PERSONNEL FOR CIRO'S OPENING

FAMOUS Bandleaders in and out of the pit make news this week

FRANK WEIR CONDUCTING VARIETY WITH JANE RUSSELL STARRING

AUGUSTO SANZI'S PARIS CABARET BREAK

MOE HILLER LEAVES LIPTON FOR SYMPHONY ORCH.

LIEUTENANT REPLACING

Again Forever, Any Ever

For the Modern Stylist
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'KOPPER KNOBS' TRIO MAKE GOOD STAGE DEBUT

Vocal trio made their first appearance in London at the front of the Strand Palace last night. The trio sang a selection of popular songs in a style that was both pleasing and refreshingly different. Their harmonies were well balanced, and they displayed a strong vocal range.

GLOFF AND GIBBONS IN NEW AIR-SERIES

The popular air series continues with the addition of Gloff and Gibbons. Their performance was well-received, and they demonstrated their talent with a variety of classic hits.

NEW FILMS

A range of new films are set to be released soon, each promising to offer a unique cinematic experience. With a mix of genres and styles, there is something for everyone, from action-packed thrillers to intimate dramas.

STAPLETON FOR SEASON AT WIMBLEDON

Leo Fuld continues his season at Wimbledon, showcasing his impressive talent on the court. He has been a constant presence throughout the season, captivating the audience with his skillful performances.

IT'S HOT—on the Riviera

With the summer season at its peak, the Riviera is buzzing with activity. The area is renowned for its vibrant music scene, with performances by leading artists driving the excitement.

PETER TANNER

Thomas and his Merry Boys are set to perform at the Riviera. Their music has been a hit in recent times, and they are known for their energetic and engaging stage presence.

DUSK

A new album from a popular artist, Dusk, is set to release soon. The album promises a fresh take on traditional styles, offering listeners a unique musical experience.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE:

- Duke Ellington
- Pearl Bailey & Frank Sinatra
- Chubby Jackson
- Edwin R. Morris
- Riders in the Sky
- NOW READY THE MELODY BEAUTIFUL
- LAFLER

 highlighted in the career of the man who has been behind the scenes of New York jazz since 1916, were recalled when Max New and Louis Hambow talked last week...
Frustration is killing the British composer

by Maurice Barman

Composer-arrangers

Too good

A solution

Phoney fans, dirty dives

Letters to the editor

Discord on the 'Hit Parade'

U.S. News from Leonard Feather

Contest Fixtures

Who's Where

How can you buy Killarney?

She's a home girl summer sweetheart

Clopin clopant Leeds Music Ltd.

Clancy lowered the boom

Need you - The huckle buck

Brush those tears from your eyes

Beautiful eyes - far away places

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD

88-90 DEAN STREET, LONDON, W.1

London 1848
SOLO SPOT

...this week gives the publicity agent's viewpoint, and is written by

Alan Fletcher

Stan Kenton is forming 25-piece orchestra

Ternent's New Singer and Air-Dates

Bernie Stayng on at Blackpool

Third air-series for Nat Temple

Gerald Signs a Rhythm Harpist

The Echo Told Me a Lie

My Golden Baby

The Four Winds and the Seven Seas Confidentially

Chappell 90, New Bond St., London, W.I.

Kiss Me Sweet

B. Feldman & Co., 40-43, Patel St., W.1, 950, 9900

Feldman's Smash Hits

24 Hours of Sunshine

The Melody Maker and Rhythm
NOTES ON MORTON'S 'NEW ORLEANS JOYS'
by St. Denis Preston

Johnny Wiggs—Crescent City trumpet

Wiggs Tunes

Charlie Ventura

Berg Larsen MOUTHPIECES

C. SCARTH LTD.

FRANCIS BAY & HUNTER, LTD.

THU. PURCHASE TERMS

KEITH PROWSE

15, New Bond Street, W.I.

Tuition by Book

Tuition by Record

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS

KEITH PROWSE

15, New Bond Street, W.I.

Tuition by Book

Tuition by Record

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS

KEITH PROWSE

15, New Bond Street, W.I.
FREDDY CORBETT APPOINTED MD AT REECE'S, LIVERPOOL

Isle of Man Wind-Up: Jan Ralfini to Tour

Les Hilsden segments for winter season

Radio break for small bands in the North

£10,000 Worth of Musical Instruments WANTED!

Contest Bands

Rowe to Move from Rothsay to Conwy

Leslie Thorpe to Re-Form at Nottingham

Davies at Rotherham

Glascow News

Three Bands at Edinburgh Festival

Darewski Presents: Do you ever think of me?

Ian Stewart Berkeley Band Sensation—All men get notice

Armstrong and Bechet for Europe

Squadronaires Fix Big Winter Stage Tour

Paul Marce—U.S. jazz veteran dies at 49

Rabin Changes

Norwegian Trumpet Star Joins Lewis

Busy Winter Plans for Joe Loss

It's a Sensation! Tedd Dameron's Soft Hop

Ladybyrd

Kiss in Your Eye

Eyes of the World

Charlie Ventura Joins the growing List

Berg Larsen MOUTHPIECES

Jazz News
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DELTA RHYTHM BOYS
KEEP UP U.S. STAR VOCAL ACT PRESTIGE

After six weeks in the country touring with two week at the Astor Palace in New York, the Delta Rhythm Boys are returning to England to

VIC LEWIS PLAYS FOR THE PUBLIC AT WIMBLEDON

June 22nd. Leander Lewis and a full dance band played to a large and enthusiastic audience at Wimbledon last night...

FRUSTRATION

June 22nd. When things go wrong in the business of entertainment there is usually some obvious cause...

GOOD ACCOMPANIST

June 30th. The star of the night at the Vic is definitely the accompanist in the orchestra...

BURL IVES IS STAR OF NEW DISNEY FILM

Nearly an accident at Gerald's Belle Vue concert

The test

But you may never hear some of their finest work

Now they all want to get into the 'musical' act

Every songwriter to whom I have spoken about their desire to get into the music business is either a former musician or a former movie producer...

From 'M.M.' Hollywood Correspondent

The best are those who have been through the school of hard knocks...

No guarantee

The answer to those who say that pop is dead is that no one has ever heard it...

Fewer flops

There has been much talk about the decline of the pop business in America...

From 'M.M.' Hollywood Correspondent

The best are those who have been through the school of hard knocks...

‘Words and Music’

Well, the public has changed. It has grown to the point where it can be considered a genuine music lover who...

Says HUMPHREY LYTTELTON:

‘The King of Swing’ is not, as some people believe, dead...
He makes the guitar talk. How...?
by Chris Hayes

Even more than I have been fascinated by a number of notable musicians and their abilities to make the guitar talk, I have been fascinated by the fact that a player can make the guitar talk in a way that can be heard through the medium of radio. The guitar player is not only a skilled musician but also a master of the spoken word.

In harmony

The guitar and the voice are both capable of producing music. In harmony, they can produce a beautiful sound. The guitar can add depth and richness to the voice, while the voice can add melody and emotion to the guitar. Together, they can create a truly beautiful piece of music.

Contrasts in commercialism

MAURICE BURMAN'S RADIO COMMENTARY

Changed the way we felt about music. The contrast between commercial music and the genuine art of music was striking. It was amazing to see how much the commercial music industry was dominating the airwaves, while the true art of music was being overshadowed.

Genuine bop and synthetic jazz

Reviews by Edgar Jackson

DOROTHY HENDERSON AND HIS ORCHESTRA

WHAT GORDON QUARTE says:

IT ISневероятно интересно and becomes particularly significant. The contrast between the two styles of music was remarkable. On one hand, the commercial music was slick and polished, while the genuine art of music was raw and emotional. The contrast between the two was remarkable.

JAZZ DISCS

'She jest catch hold of us'

Reviews by Max Jones

THE SKY ROCKET'S DANCE ORCHESTRA

with their complete brass section of

"REGENT" TRUMPETS AND TROMBONES

Good news for YOU!

The increasing popularity of the "REGENT" Trumpets and Trombones both at home and overseas, combined with continually improving methods of production, has enabled us to effect such economies as to make possible new retail prices. Follow the "REGENT" range and make savings.

Jingle

Ask your local Dealer for a demonstration.

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD

251, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1
Telephone: 9426
OK for TV but not BBC

UK bands who have not been in America for touring or recording have not yet been booked to appear. With some bands like Lord Haw-Haw and the Gas House Gang, the fact that they would have been ideal is quite clear, but it's not happening.

Such was the case when Lord Haw-Haw said that he was going to America. The question was, are they going for the TV or the recording? The answer was, "TV." But it's a good insight into the situation. It's a question of TV versus recording for the American bands.

The UK bands have to take this into account in their tours of America, and they have to take it into account in their tours in the UK. The TV situation is the major one, and the recording is the minor one.

SOLO SPOT

Sinclair Traill

She's in the other room, and can be heard over the place.

Jazz is where...

Great Scot!

NEAL OF THE TOWN

Harry Davis tangles Lord Donegall and Rex Harris with...

INCREASING JAZZ PREJUDICE

C. and C. acquire Capitol Songs

GEORGE BIRCH FIXES LINE-UP

Preager sax reshuffle

KEN BEAUMONT OFF TO HOLLYWOOD

THE ECHO TOLD ME A LIE

MY GOLDEN BABY

MALCOLM MITCHELL TIED IN THE NEWS

LYTTELTON'S FINAL CHANGE

NEW GEORGE EVANS BAND MAKING HAMMERSMITH DEBUT

Who has been expecting the meeting of the new George Evans Band in London? The answer is, "Who has been expecting the meeting of the new George Evans Band in London?"

BAND'S THOSE WHO SIR?

Who has been expecting the meeting of the new George Evans Band in London? The answer is, "Who has been expecting the meeting of the new George Evans Band in London?"

THE FROGZEE AND THE FLYZEE

Miami Beach Rumba

THE WINDMILL SONG

New American type Multi-Voice

SELMI

NO, NO, YO NO

LA RASPA

"All-Britain" winners in London

Americo's Band leads at "Allagro"

MUSIKALEN MUSIC LTD.

"RHYTHM AIRS"

"RHYTHM AIRS"

TELEVISION AT SUNDOWN

CARRINGTON STUTTERS' BALL

MOONLIGHT SERENADE

SLEEPY TIME GOL

FLUTE NOODLE

SHOULD I

FAGAN SONG

Also, a new...
Collectors' Corner' devotes its space to a pioneer of jazz

**Big Eye Louis**

An appreciation by
Max Jones

The news of the death of Big Eye Louis, drummer with one of the world's greatest rhythm sections, the Band of the Black Broadway Revue, came as a shock to many fans of his playing. Louis was a prominent member of the band for several years, and his drumming was known for its precision and style.
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PROVINCIAL PARS

A LADIES' afternoon was being
enjoyed by 600 or more in the
galla, when, at the end of the dance,
the Rosebud Band, under the direc-
tion of Mr. W. S. Leaver, gave a
series of numbers. The audience
was charmed by the selection, and
the ladies were equally pleased with
the music. The band's programme
was a success, and the audience was
left with a feeling of enjoyment.

EDWARD ELLIS

ELIZABETH CLAY

THE MERRY-GO-ROUND

FILM BREAK FOR KORDITES

VOCAL QUARTET

The Kordites

NEW MEN AND BIGGER BAND AT ASHTON PALACE

EDGAR HARRISON'S NEW PROJECT

CONTEST BOP GROUP ON MIDLAND AIR

NO DEVALUATION IN VALUE

EDINBURGH M.U. PROTEST

GLASGOW NEWS

FIRE SCARE AT CARDIFF LOUIS

STANDING ROOM ONLY AT A SPRING CONCERT

KEN LYON ORCH.

RE-BUKED AT HOVE

MY TREASURED MEMORIES

ROWLAND TELLER TO OPEN NEW LEEDS BALLROOM

ROWLAND TELLER TO OPEN NEW LEEDS BALLROOM

Wall for Aberdeen

Newcastle and Gateshead
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Heading for the Hit Parade

First Details of New Northern Radio Series

The honour of being the first to appear in the new weekly column, "The Hit Parade," goes to the new and large band after a brief subscription period. Billy Rose and his orchestra will be featured on the first broadcast, which will be heard from 2:30 to 4 p.m.

On the following Wednesday (19th), the programme will be broadcast from the Radio Room at The White Hart, Buxton, and on the Thursday (20th), it will have taken up residence at the Rhythm Room, Manchester. The programme will be heard from 2:30 to 4 p.m.

The new series will feature various Popular Features between the songs, and further details in the coming weeks will be announced.

At the first broadcast, the programme will be heard from 2:30 to 4 p.m.

Rowland Teller, who is well known as a leading figure in the music world, has been appointed to open the new Leeds Ballroom on the 29th of August. He will be assisted in the show by other leading personalities from the music world, including Tom Moore, who is well known for his association with the show business. The opening night will be a gala affair, with special entertainment provided by a variety of performers, including dancers and musicians.

Wall for Aberdeen

The new ballroom for Aberdeen will be opened on the 29th of August. The opening ceremony will be attended by many of the leading figures in the music world, including Tom Moore, who is well known for his association with the show business. The opening night will be a gala affair, with special entertainment provided by a variety of performers, including dancers and musicians.

Cathedral Strings

Cathedral Strings are well known in the music world, and their performances are always highly regarded. They have been invited to perform at the new ballroom in Aberdeen, and their presence will add to the glamour of the opening night.

BANJO

The new ballroom in Aberdeen will be opened on the 29th of August. The opening ceremony will be attended by many of the leading figures in the music world, including Tom Moore, who is well known for his association with the show business. The opening night will be a gala affair, with special entertainment provided by a variety of performers, including dancers and musicians.

NEW YORK'S JULY 4TH GROWING BEER FESTIVAL

The new ballroom in Aberdeen will be opened on the 29th of August. The opening ceremony will be attended by many of the leading figures in the music world, including Tom Moore, who is well known for his association with the show business. The opening night will be a gala affair, with special entertainment provided by a variety of performers, including dancers and musicians.

Heading for the Hit Parade

The new ballroom in Aberdeen will be opened on the 29th of August. The opening ceremony will be attended by many of the leading figures in the music world, including Tom Moore, who is well known for his association with the show business. The opening night will be a gala affair, with special entertainment provided by a variety of performers, including dancers and musicians.